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Abstract 

Datal~g Gra.mmus (DLGs) ue a variant of Definite Clause Grunmua that do not 

use function symbols. For every given input phrase •nd DCG 
D tal -· -gnmmu we construct 

a a . og program and a query which 1ucceeds iJ and only if the input • 

recognued by the original grunmu. sequence 11 

sur!m:::;::t~!nth:r ~~t~and Universe, under appropriate. execution strate~es, en-

og &runm&r~. A reverse mappmg from Datalo to CF 

~ramm(us s~ows that in principle they have the same computational power gon .,.;\le~ 
III puts quenes) of bounded length. .,. 

.Datalog grammars are more efficient th&n their DCG counterparts under (t · 

natmg) CLOT-resolution because the absence of compound t . d ermJ· 

tabulation overhead. erms III uces a emaller 

A typical cross-fertilization from the field of deductive da• ·b · h · 

c tal d w - &5e8 15 t e ase of lD· 

/em~n u~ ales. e. show how the use of incremental techniques can be of benefit 

ort t e effic1en.t evaluauon of Datalog grammus in a. typical lituation where the in 

pu sequence ts partially unknown and has to be guessed from th · • 

morphological context. e ~>ynta.ct•cal and 

However, some of the advanced uses of DCGs that assum list · 

th /3 1 · e a representation for 
e coMect re atlon, cannot be recovered by Datalo• repr•••nt ,. w · 

exam I d • ffi . o ~ a. •on. e g•ve lOme 
P es a.n g1ve su oent conditions for the ""uivalence of the two t 1 • 

K rd r -- · • .,. rans a.t1ons. 

eywo $ ; """lfiC grommar.t, Deductive Datolxuu, Compilation of DCG. rommor• 

to Dotalog, CF-grommora, OLDT-re.rolution, Evaluation of Data/og progrom: 

1 Introduction 

Logic g_rammars, introduced in 1975 (4], add flexibility and expressive power t 1 
· 

~rammmg langua~es , by providing a rewriting paradigm for the solution of r:bl~glc pro

anvolve transformmg one representation into another Tbus they h b p f I ffll that 

J d ~ 1 1 . · • ave een use u for nat-

ura an orma anguage Malysts , synthesis and translation (see e.g. fl 5, 1, 13, l2, l)J), 
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1\41 well as for less traditional applications of grammars, such as compiler implementation 

1'1, 16], general problem solving (e.g. [17]) and software specification (1). 

However, their usual implement.ation, which uses lists to represent the strings being 

nualysed or synthesized, results in undesirable complexity properties. The presence of the 

list constructor makes the Herbrand Universe infinite, and properties like termination or 

polynomial time execution, ,.,•hicb held for context-free gramm&rs, can no longer be taken 

(or granted , even in the case of the simplest type of logic gramm&r: DCGs. 

Of course, substantial NL applications also tend to introduce infinite Herbrand universes, 

hy using functors to construct desired representations from the sentences being parsed. 

The aim of this paper is to overcome the termination and complexity introduced by 

the usual list representation, by using a largely equivalent assertional representation, and 

~!.owing that under appropriate evaluation mechanisms, such as OLDT-resolution, the t.ermi-

111\Lion and complexity properties ofthe original CF-grammar are preserved. This, moreover, 

Cl\11 be achieved even in the presence of extra arguments, such as those typically used to 

IJUi ld syntactic or semantic representations as a by-product of parsing, or as a starting point 

111 generation. 

2 An overview of Logic Grammars and their habitual 

translation into Prolog 

The simplest and most common type of logic grammars, DCGs, consists of context--free type 

rules whose symbols can include arguments, and which also admit calls to Prolog predicates. 

Their list-based compilation into Prolog translates any Prolog calls into themselves, and adds 

two more arguments to each non-terminal symbol nt. These arguments can be thought of in 

analysis as the input string t.o be analysed, and the output. string to be passed on as input to 

the next symbol- i.e., what remains of the input string after some of it has been recognized 

ns being of category nt. 

For ins tance, the following rule might be used in a g.rammar to define a sentence as a 

noun phrase represented X followed by a verb phrase represented Y and in which X and 

Y exhibit agreement of some sort as defined by the agree predicate (e.g., same gender and 

number for the subject X as for the verb in .Y): 

& - - > no\UI_phraae(I), verb-phra.se (Y) , {agree(l,Y)}. 

Its well-known translation into Prolog reads: 

e(PO,P) :- noun_phrase(l,PO,P1), Yerb_phraa e (Y,Pl, P), agree(l,Y). 

If sis called for the input argument PO= (the, vinner ,hesitate), for instance (and assuming 

appropriate definitions for the rest of the grammar), this rule will unify P1 with (hesitate) 

and P with 0 before failing due to subject-verb disagreement. 

OCGs also admit more than one symbol on the left-band side, provided the non-initial 

ones are terminals. This can always be forced through temporarily "terminalizing" symbols 

as necessary, e.g . 2 : 

I James Hanlon, personal commuruc:ation, 1993 

,Thu nlle i• not linguistically motivated, but provides a 1imple example or the .Power or the multipl.,. 

head p-ammar nlle~: a relalive pronoun followed in the panln& ol.&te by a name, verb e.nd noun phrue 

(theoe havin& been temporarily tenninali:t.cd for convenience) rewrites into an actuu pronoun, tAo l, and 

A COnAlrucll it& ri1hl context &I "name,verb", lhu' ddelin& the expectation of a noun phrase a!Ler the ve.rb. 



name --> (nue]. 
Yerb --> (verb]. 
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(R) relative pronoun ( J ( 
- • name ' verb)' Cnoun phrase] > 

These rules can be used t d I - - [that] • name, verb . 
c1 . 0 e ete the expectatio f b • 

ause, as ID "The house that Jock built r II d n .. o an o Jecl noun-phrase in a relatlv• 
The process f t . . - •e own . 0 ermmai1zation (o · · all 

ge.nera.te an equivalent grammar . n~m y called "normalization") bas been shown l.o 

b
grammar will also be described b;n t~e e t &ense, thatd all strings described by the ori&inaJ 

owever it m b . rans,orme grammar {4J 1 . 
d ' . ay .e POSSible to wrongly synthesiu ddif a! , · n generat1on moda, 

pseu o-termmals lDtroduced by terminaliz r a JOn sentences" which contain th• 
_When translating into Prolo the a Jon. . . 

tbeJr way into symbol argumen~' F ~seudo-termmals m left-band sides of rules will find 
. or rnstance, rule (R) above translates into· 

rel_pronoun{A,E):- · 

;c•(A, that, B), name (B,C),verb(C D) 
C(E , name,F), · • • 

;c•(F,verb ,G), 
C(G ,noun_phraae,O). 

~otice that left-hand side terminals fin d their w . 

((~ .e., they are synthesized), whereas right-hand :~ mto the _output argument of a symbol 
I.e., they are analyzed). I e ones will appear in input argumenta 

The variable E takes the value (n 
equivalent to the rule: a.me • verb ,noun_phrue IDJ I so that this Prolog rule il 

rel_pronoun{(that IBJ Cnoun b 
• ,ver ,noun phrue)D]) ( 

M - ;- name B,C) • verb(C ,D). 
ore general types of logic grammars have bee d . 

but they shall not occupy us greatly her Th n ehvJsed to provide further expressive power 
e. ese ave been covered in {l). ' 

3 Datalog Grammars 

D.atalog grammars (DLG) are a variant of DCG r . 
~Ithout ~unction symbols and a sel of facts desc~1b:;~ars which ~sea , connect' predicate 
Input stnng. Y an assert1onal representation of the 

3.1 DCG grammars and their limitations 

The reasons why we consider DLGs . te . 
related to simpler semantics b tt Jn restJ.ng as an alternative to standard DCG 
t r I e er COmputational beh ' d S are 
.a Jon . T~ey address the following deficiencies f DC aVJour an mo~e efficient implemen-

hst-based Implementation, some of which ar . ; . dGs, some of which originate on their 
. e In etJte from Prolog: 

e Infinite Berhrand Universe 

• non-termination 

• unnecessary recomputation 

• structure creation on the heap 

• lists (a sequential) data structure are bottleneck for multithreaded execution 
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:112 An assertional representat ion: back t o the future 

l11 r ,. the beginning of Logic Programming as a distinct paradigm one of the founders of 

tltr discipline, R.A. Kowalski has pointed out in Logic and Problem Solving [9) that either 

1111 nssert.ional representations or data-structure representation can be w;ed for the same 

t tll lflOSe in logic programs. 
T he DOG-formalism itself leaves open the implementation of the connect/3 predicate 

lluking the database of terminals with the rule part of the grammar. However, in the past 

11"1 based representations have dominated logic grammarr. 
Note that a connect/3 predicate like 
'C'(From,Word, [WordiTo)) . 

r 11.n be replaced by 
'D'(i1,Word,l2):-12 ia 11+1 . 

We can also compute N2 at compile time and have therefore only pure DATALOG facts like 

feu instance 
'D'(12 ,happy ,13 ). 

For first-argument indexing purposes this becomes: 
'D'(happy, 12,13) . 

Alt ernatively we could have introduced a new predicate for each known word i.e. something 

like 
happy (S1,S2) :-aucc(S1 ,S2). 

for succ/2 defined as a pure DATALOG predicate of the form 

succ(0,1) . 
aucc(1,2). 

aucc(l1,1). 

where N is the length of the input sequence and N 1 is 1-1 1 while keeping around 

'D'(Word , From,To) :-vl(From,To). 

'D'(Word,From,To):-vK(From,To). 

for each word in the dictionary to deal with variables (unknown words) in the input. sequence. 
We will not talk about this representation here, as it can he considered simply as an 

optimization that 'partially evaluates' the grammar one step further with respect to the 

known input sequence. 
We believe that ·a pure Datalog version of DCG grammars is useful in the context of 

Logic Programming Languages for the following reasons: 

• no sequential constraints on the order of execution (giving for instance better OR
paraHel execution) 

30ne re&Son is convenient manipulation throur;h willi~tio£1. ADothu,less obviom1 eom« Crom the fact 
that in orequent ial implementations of Pro! or; there'• no pmalty for u~in& inherently oequent ial data atruetW'fS 

like lists. Moreover, Prolo& ,..,.. alway• considered more pi'&Cticalthe.n Deductive Datab&Se ayatenu altbouab 

recent dcvdopmenta ahow that thi~ may chanr;e in the future. 
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• ~~ee _mo~~~ent _t~ left_or to right by using the (reversible} successor relation instead of 
e •mp 1c1t umduect10nal list pointers inaccessible at Prolog )eveJ4 

• possibility to use deductive database techniques for their evalnation 

• Termination is inherited form Datalog programs 

• Tracing and debugging becomes easier because of explicit word ordering 

3.3 A DLG Preprocessor for Pro)og 

A DLG-preprocessor can _be obtained easily by modifying a standard DCG-preprocessor. 
. 1~mark that we can s1mply replace the list oriented 'connect' predicate by the automat
~ca Y g~nerated s~i ~f DATALOG facts describing the input sequence. We have actually 

on_e
1 

tbh
1
•s by mod_1fymg R.A. O'Keefe's public domain DOG-preprocessor. The program is 

ava~ a e by e-ma1l upon request from tarau@cs.&fu.ca. 
For the input grammar: 

eentence-->np, Yf· 

np-->art,adja,n. 
np-->art,n. 

adja-->adja,adj. 
adjs-->adj. 

Yp-->v. 

%1--> [elephant] • 

art-->(tbe). 

adj-->(green). 
adj-->[greedy]. 
adj-->Uittle). 

v-->f11iea]. 

'-->'([the,little,green,elephant,fliea]). 

we obtain the following DATALOG program: 

eentence(A,B) :
np(A,C), 
vp(C,B). 

np(A,B) 
art(A,C), 
adjs(C,D), 
n(D,B). 

adja (A,B) :
adja(..l,C), 
adj(C,B). 

adja(A,B) :
adj(A,B). 

vp(..l,B) :- v(..l,B). 

1- aentence(O,S). 

n(A,B) :- 'D'(elephant,A,B). 
art(A,B) :• '0' (the.A,B) . 
adj(A,B) :- 'O ' (little, A,B). 
adj (A ,B) :- 'D'(green,A,B). 
adj(A,B) :- '0 ' (greedy, A,8) . 
v(A,B) :- 'D' (fliea,..l,B) . 

'D'(the,O,t). 
'D'(little,1,2). 
'D' (green, 2,3). 
'D'(elephant,3,4). 
'D'(fliea,4,S) . 

We require the user to name the grammar's start symbol as "se t ,. h b n ence , so t at t e pre-
processor ~an reconstruct the appropriate query (e.g., aentenee(O 5)) fro •ts D al 
representation. • m 1 at og 

•Tbi• i• u•efulln en-or n:covery. 
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3.4 Datalog programs and CF-grammars 

Theorem 1 Let G be a CF-grommar with •sentence• as its initial symbolantl I an input to 
be recognized by G. Then there's a DATALOG progromDL(G,I) and a goalDL(&,I) which 
succeeds if anti only if I is recognized by G. 

Proof. The proof is immediate, through the following construction. 

Definition 1 Given a context-free grammar G and an input sentence I, we define a Datalog 
program DL(G, I) as follows. 

1. The input sentence I= WJW2 ... Wm originates the clauses 1 D'(w1 , 0, 1), 1 D'(w2,l, 2}, 
... ,' D1(wm, m -1, m). 

£. a lexical rule P .-word originates the clause: P(A, B)-' D'(word, A, B). 

3. a phrase-stnlcture Mlle of the form P-+ P1, P2, ... , Pn originates the clause P(Ao, At) : 
-P{, P2, .. .• P~ .• whert 

{ 
P[ = P,(Ao-t,A;) ifP, is o non-terminal symbol 
P[ = 'D'(p;,Ai-t,Ai) ifP0 is a terminal symbol 

Theorem 2 For every DATALOG program and ground query there's a contezt-free gram
mar and an input phrase derived from the query such that the 9uery is answered affirmatively 
by the program if and only if the phrase is recognized br the grammar. 

Proof . For each ground instance ao(xA, ... z~) : - ... a;(z] ... zl}, ... of a Datalog clause 
we define the rule ao..z! , ... z~ -+ .. . a,..zf ... z:L ... where a, ..zf ... z~ is a new symbol obtained 
by concatenating in an obvious way the syntactic components of a0(z] ... zD. Then every 
ground instance of a clause is uniquely represented by a grammar rule. It is easy to show 
by induction that this mapping extends to a mapping from Datalog derivations to grammar 
derivations for instance in the case of the Tp operator that evaluates the Datalog program 
bottom-up. A similar operation is applied to every ground instance of the query. 

These theorems relate in a straightforward way two formalisms known to have common 
properties and eval uation techniques5 • 

3.5 Adding non-Datalog arguments to Datalog grammars 

First, let us remark that some linguistic constraints (like gender &nd person) c&n be easily 
expressed by using only Datalog arguments. 

However, DCG-grammars have been useful especially when extra arguments were added 
to express various ~nstraints to avoid overgeneration and to build strnctnres resulting from 
the parsing process. Artificial restrictions on the nature of the arguments would seem 
unpleasant for the users of logic grammars. 

What happens therefore when we add to DLG-grammar some extra. 'non-Datalog' ar
guments (i.e. arguments containing function symbols that make the Berbrand Universe 
infinite)? 

The following definitions and theorem give an obvious answer to ibis question. 

!Bollom·up C\'aluation lccluUque5 and mcmoin& have been p~cnt for a lon1 time both iD the atudy of 
fonnalla.nguagc• and dedualivc databases, but we do not know about a atudy comparin& l·bcm explicitly. 
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Definition 2 Let D be a DLG-grcmmar and P a definite program obtained bv adding utro arguments to D and then using Dtfinitaon 1. Lei TD bt the proof-tree obtained for a ferma · noting Data log evaluation of D. Let Tp bt the proof tree obtained from TD hr l ceping onlJ the deriv~tions which .tillnccttd after adding argument unification at uch 1ttp. Let G 6t a (J?atalog) goal forD and G' a goal for P obtained by instantiating to •orne argument• of G arbatrary (not necessarily Datalog) terms. A DLG-&nSwer to P il a sub.stitu1ion 9 obtainttl 6r composing the substitutions of a nccessful derivation of Tp. 

Theorem 3 The set of DLG-answer• is finite and every DLG-answer is a computed answer of P. The algorithm to compute all the DLG-onswers of a progrcm always tcrminiJtet. 

. !root. It follows immediately from the fact that extra arguments subject to possibly fa1lmg (but always terminating) unifications in Tp can only fail sooner thao their Datalo& counterparts in TD . 
Clearly any decidable constraint.-aolving mechanism can be used here instead of unifica. tion. 
Note also that writing and testing a grammar (which happens to be a DLG) and then adding extra arguments is current programming practice. By considering only DLG-answer• one may loose completeness although the intuitively relevant set of answers will still be found. Additional arguments are often orthogonal to tbe syntactic derivation process described by the grammar and they either act as constraints to limit an 

1 
otherwise overgenerating grammar or to build semantic representations in a compositional style. 

4 Using DLG grammars with incomplete information 
An interesting application for DLG grammars is the case where the input string has some unknown words. This may arise for instance when using a DLG grammar processor to provide feed-back to a speech recognWon system that failed to recognize part of the input. The termination properties of DLG grammars are very important. in this case. As we will show in the next section, incremental techniques for deductive database updates can be used in this case to speed-up the search for a missing word. This is a typical case where DLG grammars make real use of a key advantage of logic grammars: the ability to do both generation and recognition. 

Another typical application is a misspelled word in a programming language or natural language interface to a database system which can be forgiven after checking the alternativea with the user. 
Consider our sample grammar with the incomplete sentence t.o be parsed: The little __ elephant __ _ 

(this can be a real world problem for speech reco~ition e. g. in the presence of noise for a machi~e or a h.earing im~airment. for ~ human). Our. grammar completes the missing words w1th plaus1ble ones (1.e., words w1th the appropnat.e syntactic category) from the vocabulary, simply upon the statement of the query: 
•--> ([the,little,l ,elephant,Y]}. 

More dramatically, in some examples the choices made for the missing words may result in sentences with different structures. For instance, the incomplete sentence '--> {(the,blue,I,Y]), 

can be completed in two ways: "The blue sky shines", in whi ch the first three words constitute the subject. noun phrase, and "blue" is an adjective denoting a colour, and "The blue 
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110unds sad", in which the subject has only two words, and "blue" is a noun denoting a type 
of music. ·u · In naive examples such as the above, and imagining a very large vocabulary, ~here WI ~o general be many ways of filling in the missing words. Presumably, more pbonetac, syotact~c and semantic information will also be available in practice (e.g. more nuanced syntacttc categories, types, the number of syllables, and p066ibly an incomplete or partially correct 
version of the missing word). 

Of course, incomplete input. can alao be parsed in DOGs, but with no guarantee of 
termination. 

5 Applying Incremental Deductive Database Techniques 
Recall that a finite number of Born clauses (or rules) without function symbol constitute& a Datalog program (or deductive database) where rules with empty bodies form th~ extensional database (EDB) and the remaining rules the intensional database (JDB). A predicate. defined by the EDB is called the 'base predicate' whereas a predicate defined by the JOB IS called the 'derived predicate'. Here only acyclic proof' are consid~red beca~se . one. can always guarantee the strict increase in the length of the words recogntzed (by elimmallon of empty rules in the initial grammar, for example). 

The semantics of a deductive database is determined by its least Berbrand model, and this model can be procedurally obtained. The well-known semi-naive evaluati~n algorithm [3] is one of such procedures. In this algorithm, we begin with the set of u1oms and by applying the derivation rules we obtain the theorems of the first 'layer'; th:n we take these theorems as new starting point, by the applicat ion of derivation rules, t.o der1ve the theorems of t.be second ' layer'; and so on. Generally, to derive the theorems of next 'layer', at least one theorem produced at the previous stage must be used. This process terminates when no more new theorems can be generated. . . With respect to previous bottom-up or mixed solutions t.o the problem~ of non-termmat.aon and recomputation of already derived consequences (such as Earley parsmg
6

, ~arley ded~ction [14], memoing [18] and magic-set transformations [2]), this ~pproacb explo1ts the specafic features of DLG to reduce the bookkeeping overhead present tn those methods: sub~u~ption testing is made simpler through hashing7
• The management o~ altern~t.Jve bmdmg environments is also less cumbersome in the incremental approach. An mterestmg top-down methodology which automates the transformation of left-recursive DGS into non-left recursive ones was recently developed in (6], in view of reversible grammars, and could also be used for our purposes, although we have not studied its comparative efficiency. 

5.1 Bottom-Up Generation and M aintenance Algorithms 
In order .to count the number of different proofs for each theorem, we need to rewrite a given deductive data.base DB = EDB U I DB t.o DB• = EDB• U I DB•, the later is augmented 
with counters. That is, 

e If a(tl ''2· ... I tn)· e EDB, then, 
a(t1, t 2, ... , tn , l) . E EDB•. 

60.H.D. Warren, unpublished no~e 1975 . 'Hasrun& on l'"Ound lenn' (or terms l'"ound up 1.0 a Jiven depth) can be done aaao moet Prolop throuah the tono.J\uh /2 primitive. 
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• If h(Y) : -a1 (Xt ), G:t(X :t), . .. , a,.(X,.). E I DB where Y, X; are vector variables and 
n > 0, then, 

h(Y,ct x c2 x ... x c,.): -at(Xt ,Ct), a,(X,, c2), ... ,a,.(X,.,c,.). E /DB• . 

Based upon the semi-naive evaluation, the Proof Counting Algorithm is given below. 
Notice that facts with the counter& being equal to 0 are deleted automatically during aa well 
as after the computation. 

Proof Counting Algorithm 

Input: DB'= EDB• U I DB': a deductive database augmented with counters; 
Output: s•: set of theorems; 
Method: 
Begin 
1) tl.S' := EDB'; 
2) s• == 0; 
3) while tl.S• ':1: 0 do 
4) tl.s;,. 0 , := dif 1 J•(s•, tl.S•); 
5) s• := s• 1:!1 AS'; 
6) AS• := AS;i.ot i 
7) endwhile; 
End; 

where, the differential immediate consequence operator is defined as follows, 

dif 1 J•(s•. tl.S•) = 
I{ { h(Y, Ct X c2 X ••• X Cn)O : h(Y, Ct X C2 X ... X c,.) : 
-at(Xt.ct),a,(X2,c2), ... , a,.(X .. ,c,.). E IDB•,o is a substitution such that 
ViE (1, n], a;(X;, c;)O E s• U tl.S' and 3j E [1, nJ auch that aj(XJ, CJ )8 E tl.S'}}I 

{ {}) denotes multi-set. II is the rectjfying operation , namely, elements with the identical 
theorem contents are combined into a single one by adding their counters. The 1:!1 operatioll 
is the ordinary union operation followed by the rectifying operation. 

Theorem 4 Ltt DB be a logic database; then, for any theorem t, the value of the counter 
attribute oft yielded by calling the above algorithm is equal to the number of different proof• 
fort. 

The proof for this theorem is given in [8). 
Given a deductive database DB, a.nd the set of theorems derived from it, if the EDB 

receives a update, how can we obtain the new set of theorems without obviously recomputing 
from scratch? 

lf EDB' is the extensional database augmented with counters, AEDB• is used to rep
resent the update to EDB'. For elements in tl.EDB•, the counter value is initialized to 1 
for inserted facts, a.nd to -1 for deleted ones. 

Recomputing from scratch in general is not an efficient method, because updates might 
possibly influence a small portion of the set of derived theorems, thus only this part should be 
reconsidered. To take advantage of already available information, we propose an incremental 
computation. 

Counter Maintenance Algorithm 
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Tuput: DB< = EDB' u I DB' : a logic database augmented with countel'1l; 
.<;•: old set \lf theorems; tl.EDB': update to EDB' 
O utput: S•: new set oftheorems; 
Method: 
Begin 
I ) AS• :~ tl.EDB•; 
2) while AS' # 0 do 
3) AS;;., 01 := dif/ J•(s• , AS'); 
4) s• := s• 1:!1 tl.S<; 
6) tl.S• := tl.S;ivol; 
6) endwhile; 
End; 

Theorem 5 The counter maintenance algorithm maintains correctly the 1et of theorems. 

Readers can refer to [8) for the proof of this theorem. 

5.2 A Datalog Grammar Example 

f or the example given in the previous section, the ~r~~lem of verifying the syntactical 
correctness w .r. t.. to the context-free grammar, of the m1t1al sentence 

'the little green elephant flies' 

becomes that of checking ~hether 'axiom(O, 5)' is in the set of t.heorems of the ~atal~g 
ro ram transformed. Thus we may produce the whole set of denvable theorems or ~ e 

~a~alog program in a bottom-up way. It is to be noted that we do not over-c?mpute an~thmg 
in doing so. 1n the first place, every base fact in the Datal.og program wtll necessarily be 

d · d · · ur targ· et goal so other top-down deduct1ve database methods (such as use m envmg o • S dl t 
M · t [2]) are not likely to be used to further reduce the search scope. econ . y, o 

agdtc-se d materialize the whole set of theorems (together with their proof numbers), the 
pro uce an b d · ,. ntal' way 
syntactical analyses on two similar sente.nces can e on~ m :W mcreme . . · 

We augment the Datalog program w1th counters, which ytelds the followmg. 

axiom(A B c1 x c2): -gn(A,C,ct),gu(C,B,c2)· 
gn(A, B,~1 ~ c2 x c3) : -art(A,C,ct),adjs(C,D,c2),n(D,B,cll)· 
gn(A, B, c1 x c2): -art(A, C, ct), n(C, .f!• c2). 
adjs(A, B, c1 .x c2): -adjs(A,C,ct),adJ(C,B,c;r). 
adjs(A, B, c1 ) : -adj(A, B, ct). 
gv(A,B,c1): -v(A,B,ct)· 
n(A,B,c1): -'D'(elephant,A,B,c~). 
art(A, B, c1) : -' D'(the, A, B,ct)· 
adj(A,B,c1 ): -'D'(little,A , B,ct)· 
adj(A ,B,ct) : -'D'(green,A,B,et). 
adj(A,B,ct) ; - ' D'(greedy,A,B,et)· 
u(A,B,c1): -'D'(flies,A,B,ct)· 
'D'(the, 0, 1, 1). 
'D'(Iittle,l ,2, 1). 

. 'D'(green,2,3,1). 
1 D'(elephant, 3, 4, 1). 
1 D'(flies, 4, 5, 1). 
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Ex.ecuting ~he above Proof Counting Algorithm, we obtain in the set of theorems s• the 

fol~wmg _rel~t~ons (as a convention, we denote the relation that a predicate is interpreted 

as Y capJtalizmg the first letter of the predicate name). 

s• = r D'(t~e, 0, 1, 1),' D'(little, 1, 2, 1) ,' D'(grun, 2, 3 , 1),' D'(elephant,3, 4, 1), 

D'(/laes, 4. , 6, I)) U {V(4 ,5, I)) U {Adj(1, 2, I ), Adj(2, 3, 1)} u {Art(O, 1, l )}U 

{N(3, 4 , I )} U { Gv( ~ , 5, I)) U {Adjs(I,2,1), AcU'•(2,3, 1), Adj1(1, 3, l )}U 
{Gn(O, 4, 1)) U {Azaom(O, S,l)} . 

Si~ce .a.x.iom(O,~) is present with the counter value 1, we conclude that the aenten~ In 
quest1on IS syntactically correct. 

lf we are now to analyze another similar aenten~ 

'the little greedy elephant flies' 

where only the w~rd 'green' is changed to 'greedy'. We have 

fl.EDB • = {' D'(green, 2,3, -1),' D'(greedy, 2, 3, ) )} . 

In the application of the Counter Maintenance Algorithm, sentence
1 

1) adds 

{' D'(green, 2,3, -1),' D'(greedy,2,3, 1)) 

to fl.S' . The first iteration of the 'while' loop only produces 

{Adj(2,3, -1), Adj(2, 3, 1)} ; 

by rectific~tion , w~ realize that fl.S< will be empty at the end of this iteration. Thus, 

the computatiOn termmates at once. And, the new set of theorems will be: 

S• = S• 1!1 {' D'(green, 2, 3, - 1),' D'(greedy 2 3 1)} = 
,<' J?'(t~e, 0, 1, 1),' D'(little , 1, 2,1),' D'(greed;, 2',3, 1 ),' D'(elephant, 3, 4, 1), 

D(/laes,4,5,1)}U{V(4,5,I))u{Adj(1,2,l),Adj(2,3,l)}U{Art(O 1 l}}U{N(3 4 I)}U 

{Gv(4, 5, I)) U{Adjs(1, 2,l),Adjs(2,3,l), Adjs(1,3, l )}U ' ' ' ' 

{Gn(0,4,1}) U {A.riom(0,5,1)} . 

. Just as before, the sec~nd sentence is syntactically correct because axiom(O,S) is present 

With the counter value 1 lD the set of theorems of the corresponding deductive database. 

_from the abov~ example, one can recognize that in treating the sentences by Counter 

Mamten~nce Algor1~h~ , only 'differential ' efforts a re performed on the basis of the resuJta 

of analyzmg other s1m1lar sentences. 

. Th~e differenti.al efforts may, of course, affect more of S< than just words and their 

~mmed1ate categories. If, for instance, we first parse the blue sky dines and th 

mcrementally upda te the semantics in order to parse "the blue lounds sad" (cr Se 
1
.en ~e 

the Noun Phrase relation will be updated as well . · c ton • 

Notice also that ambiguous parses while not directly are accounted r
0

r · h 
d . . . ' • •• m our approac , 

an that the degree of amhJgu1ty (1.e ., the number of parses for a given sente.nce) corresp d 

to the number of proofs, which is automatically obtained by the algorith'm. on 1 
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6 Performance results 

The pe.rformances ofDLGs are visibly better than those ofDCGs under the OLDT-resolution 

based XSB-Prolog system [18) because atomic DLG-arguments have much smaller tabulation 

overhead than compound DCG-argumenta. 

For example, in the case of the grammar: 

uiom->a, 
• --> 0 • 
• -> • • (a]. • • [a] . 

on a query containing 32 a symbols the execution time for 1000 iterations was 0.29ls for 

DLGs compared with 0.630s for DCGs 1 . 

This difference in performance comes from a decrease in the theoretical complexity, aa 

tabulated DCG arguments are in average proportional in size with the length of the input 

string while they are constant size in the case of DLGs. Let T be the number of tabulation 

operations and N the length of the input 1tring. We have: 

DCG,,,.,.. = O(T • N) 

and 
D LGcim• = O(T • 1). 
Note that if we add extra arguments which may build structures on top of a DLG 

grammar this advantage seems to become less important. However, the extra price will 

be paid only for the extra arguments and not for the state of the grammar arguments. 

Moreove.r, the size of extra arguments tend to be small compared with the size of the input 

sentence so that performance improvements can still be expected in this case. 

The programmer can also decide, in a system like XSB-Prolog, which predicates will be 

tabulated and limit such operations to rules using left recursion, for instance. 

7 Limitations of Datalog Grammars 

Some of the DCG-based programming techniques that make assumptions about the list

based representation of eonnect/3 are not 'porloble' to a DLG representation. 

Let us consider the following DCG-based permutation program : 

perm(ll, Ya) :-perm(la, 0, Y1 ) . 

p erm(0)-->0. 
perm((l)Is))- ->perm( Xs) , in•(I). 

ina(X), (I]->0-
ins(X), (YJ-->[Y) , ini(I ) . 

Under standard DOG-expansion, this gives: 

p erm(! , B) : - p erm (A, 0 , B). 

p erm( O ,A,A ). 
perm( [AIB),C,D) :- perm(B,C,E),ins(l ,E,D). 

1 W1Lh XSB-Proloa 1.2 on a SparcaLaLlon JG-•o. 
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ina(A,B,C) :- 'C'(C,A,B). 
ina(A,B,C) ·- 'C'(B D E) . 

' • • ,lna(A,E,F),'C'(C,D,F). 
Clearly, by looking at th . / 
that in this case lists are ~:S.J.Iause and by unfolding the 'C' /3 predicates one can 11M 

The program consumes the list in its fi t 
a permuted list starting from O. rs argument and builds as its second DCG-argumenL 

However, the problem does not come fr 
the rule as one might think. om the presence of the t~rminals in the head of 

In a program like 

rev(Xa • Ya) :-rev(Xa, Ya , 0) . 

rev( 0 )--> 0. 
rev([X/Is))-->rev(Is),[I). 

terminals occur only in the body but . h 
DCG-argument. as an accumulator anadgam kt ·. e program builds the reversed list using its flrat 

Th rna mg use of 'C'/3 · J • e same problem arises in the habitual im I . essentially as a list constructor, 
ogle gr~mmars, such as Extraposition amma p ementatl~n~ of ~ore sophisticated types of 

also typJcally rely on the use of 'C'/3 gr I' rs [llJ , or Dlscontmuous grammars flJ which 
as a 1st constructor. ' 

Sufficient conditions for equivaJence of the DLG and DCG • 
The following gives an ( b . ) . trans)abons. 
translations. o Vlous sufficient condition for the equivalence of the DLG-DCG 

Theorem 6 Jf 
a program containing grammar rules lit.rifiu the f. II . . . 

1. it d t 0 owmg condrtrons· 
oes no use more than one left-hand side symbol . 

£. no predicate definition originating f; 
fined Horn clauses. rom a grammar rule can also contain directly tie-

then its DCG and DLG t I . 
rans atrons are operationally equivalent. 

Proot. It follows from the fact that if th . . 
use of the concrete representation of the hided~~ndltlons are ~ullfiled, there's no way to make 

Remark that such as a grammar is still . arguments If the connect/3 predicate 
can still be present and used for various pur:~.powerfuJ as for instance extra argu~enta 

8 Related Work 

The closest system to the ideas explored in this . 
the 'C '/3 predicate by representing a senten:::er 15 XSB {18), in which we can re-define 

c:(O . word1,n) . 

c:(n-1, wordn,n). 
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X SO will issue a warning which can simply be ignored, and the result is in principle a 
cIt ~H I parser. However, this approach bas several drawbacks re. efficiency, as discussed in 
1\ March 30 1994 message from David Scott Warren to Richard O'Keefe on the Prolog net 
(comp.lang.prolog). 

In the deductive database community, several authors have considered the problem of 
cu n.intaining predicates defined through general rules. For example, [lOJ, (19]studied the in
t i em ental evaluation of derived predicates as well by proof number memorization. However, 
Lice number they stored for each theorem is the number of 'one-step' proofs, hence some 
proof derivations can be avoided. But set-oriented maintenance is not supported explicitly 
there. (7) dealt with set-oriented update in three steps: one for the subset of insertions 
n. nd two for that of deletions. Insertion treatment consists of re-executing the semi-naive 
evaluation algorithm by initializing '~'to the subset of inserted facts. As for deletions, the 
8CL of deleted theorems is first over-computed by the semi-naive evaluation algorithm, with 
'A ' initialized to the subset of deleted facts; taking this over-computed set of theorems as 
3 filter, the second step restores theorems deleted at the first step, but still derivable with 
the updated data. 

9 Conclusion 

We have presented a new type of logic grammar, Datalog grammars, which, in conjunction 
with appropriate compilation techniques, e.g. OLDT-resolution or Datalog, results in in
creased efficiency (with respect to that of traditionally ·compiled DCGs) while also ensuring 
termination. 

We have also discussed its applications to natural language processing, such as parsing 
incomplete input. We have introduced an incremental algorithm for dealing with incomplete 
input in a fashion t,hat avoids recomputation while examining the different alternatives. 

We have also shown that DLGs can be extended to allowing function symbols in a.rgu
ments with no loss of the termination property. This is important for many natural language 
applications, in which structure-building is desirable for such purposes as constructing se
mantic or syntactic representations for a sentence as a side-effect of parsing it. 

It is also interesting to note that the techniques developed in this article make it possible 
to implement human language consultahle deductive database systems which treat both 
components, i.e. the deductive database component and the natural language processing 
component, in a uniform as well as efficient manner. 

Finally, we argue that the approach is interesting for big-scale natural language pro
cessing. First, the incremental technique proposed is optimal for large databases; second, 
constant-time OLD tabulation is ensured (in contrast with DCGs which would require lin
ear effort in tabulating lists); last, polynomial execution time through Datalog evaluation 
techniques is ensured, in contrast to exponential time for conventional DCG evaluation in 
Prolog. 
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